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In this paper, I am interested in looking at and discovering the way to approach the emotions

that we, as humans, experience in our daily lives and how to order them appropriately through

living  a  virtuous  life.  This  has  obvious  implications  for  living  our  daily  lives  in  that  we

experience emotions coming at us in many and various ways, but many of us, especially in our

day and age when there is so much emotional damage, are unable to recognize, nor appropriate

the emotions that we experience. This appears to be a very simple task, at least on the surface, for

we are able to Stoically “turn off” our emotions, or ignore them, or just let them flow as they

will.  But, in any of these cases, if we do neglect our emotional  life to any extreme, we will

discover that this is not a solution, but is a repression or deprivation of a state that is natural to us

as  humans  –  specifically with  relation  to  our  “materialness,”  which  even Jesus  experienced

throughout His whole life on earth and which we can utilize in our lives to more “humanly”

experience the events that we experience in ordinary and extraordinary circumstances.

To make this a little more concrete, although I do not really think that it is a very abstract

subject, I will give an example of a situation in which a person may experience emotions that

may overwhelm him in which a good dose of virtue could help considerably in processing and

ordering the emotions that are experienced to a rational end, rather than allowing them to take

dominance over reason. 

There are certain situations that will  cause many people to  deal with their emotions by

repressing them, for whatever reason. After a certain length of time, not appropriately dealing

with one's emotions will certainly lead one to grow unable to recognize and process even the

normal  emotions that one would experience on a day to day basis,  such that when they  are

experienced, the person is outwardly (and inwardly) unable to handle the event in an appropriate

manner, becoming detached from the situation which triggered the emotional response.

When the person comes to realize the way in which they are handling their emotions is
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problematic, they will (hopefully) seek ways to begin to process the emotions that they have been

repressing for so long. This will not be a magical, overnight conversion in which the person will

suddenly be able to identify and process the many events that provoke emotion, but will be a

slow and painful process in which the person will have to take each step in stride, continually

discovering and identifying emotional responses and then learning how to handle them. The way

to approach this is not by ignoring the fact that we  are human and do and should experience

passions, but by embracing the reality that we are human, that is, we are composed of both matter

and spirit – we are  rational animals. So the emotions should not have their own way, arising

viciously  and  vehemently  whenever  they  want  and  toward  whatever  they  wish,  but  be

subordinated to the higher power of our souls: our rationality.

These are two extremes that will be denied by the Christian tradition, as it seeks to embrace

and fully unite the whole human person and not repress or deny any aspect of it that is proper to

our nature. After all, Christ experienced emotions: He was furious at (and drove out with a whip)

those who made His Father's house “a den of thieves” (Lk 19.46), wept at the Lazarus' death (Jn

11.35),  experienced  temptation  (Lk  4.2),  and  “was  moved with  pity”  (Mt  9:36)  for  untold

amounts of people in his ministry. Jesus did not make an end out of his emotions by repressing or

indulging in them, rather it appears they were utilized as more of a means to an end: to show just

anger at the abuse of His Father's house, to grieve and later to raise, to return “full of the Spirit,”

and to perform many miracles of mercy on those who He had manifested Himself. 

In  his  book,  The  Four  Cardinal  Virtues,  Josef  Pieper  often  cites  an  extreme  take  on

emotions (and other material aspects of humanity and creation) that is especially prevalent (and

unfortunately implicit) in our day in time – even in the world of Catholic thought. This extreme

viewpoint  is  that  of  Manichaeism which is  another  attempt  at  driving a  chasm between the

spiritual and material realm, and in particular, an attempt to argue that the spiritual realm is
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superior to the material realm even to the extent that the material realm is not good and needs to

be “overcome.” Pieper argues that we should root out this very ingrained viewpoint that things of

this world are defiled while spiritual things are otherworldly and are to be achieved by putting the

flesh to death, so to speak.1 Arguing about our Manichaeistic tendencies toward chastity, Pieper

writes, “the opinion ... that unchastity is the gravest of all sins, seems to base the gravity of this

sin not so much on the turning away from God as  on the turning of man to the goods of the

sensual world; or, more directly and revealingly expressed: on defilement by a reality presumed

to be impure and evil  in  its  essence” (emphasis mine).2 People who hold this  Manichaeistic

viewpoint do not seem to have argumentation behind their attitude toward creation. “They [the

misconceptions] propagate themselves, in the form of inarticulate opinions and attitudes, beneath

and beyond and even in spite of formal instruction; as a rule, the average Christian ... will ... be

able to give the 'theoretically' correct answer. Decisive, however, are not so much the explicit

words as the atmosphere in the province of moral education and teaching.”3 In order to escape

this dualism, it will not be enough to have recourse to theoretical teaching, as noted by Pieper,

rather, we all need to be convinced that all of creation is “very good” (Gen 1.31) and have this

reality “appropriated  in  humbly confident  assent,  and  that  this  truth  obtain  the  radiant  and

vivifying power which is the exclusive property of genuine vitality.”4 

In addition to the knowledge and avoidance of extremes in dealing with our emotions, it

should also be understood that the virtues that are necessary for us to order our emotions properly

are not isolated from one another. All of the virtues, those directly related to emotions or not, are

all  interrelated.  For  example,  before  one  is  able  to  be  temperate,  he  must  first  be  humble,

1 Not in the good sense of dying to oneself, but of denying the goodness of material things.
2 Pieper, Josef. The Cardinal Virtues. (New York: Harcourt, Brace, & World, 1965), 173.
3 The quote continues: “and it must be admitted by even the most cautious judgment that this atmosphere is plainly

not entirely free from the germs of Manichaeism.” Pieper, 171.
4 Pieper, 171-172.
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acknowledging his place in the universe and being able to “[look] first to God.”5 In addition to

this, temperance must be maintained by other virtues, such as prudence, which allows one to

make the best right decision according to the knowledge that is given at the time, and fortitude,

which allows the  individual  to  stand up to  adversaries (human persons or not)  that  may be

encountered in the situation in which the person finds himself. Like a microcosm of the ordered

universe which we have been given, the virtues are individuals in a symphony, each needing to

play their own part correctly in order to bring about the orchestrated timing and the beauty that

results from their harmony which can be attained in us considering that we properly discipline

ourselves by living lives of virtue. The virtues cannot be attained in isolation from one another;

they complement and build on one another – when one is affected, all are affected.

With this in mind, there are two virtues in particular that deal specifically with forming and

ordering the emotions. These are temperance and fortitude. 

Temperance is a virtue which disposes man interiorly to act and to perceive appropriately,

according to his nature. Specifically, it has the charge of keeping the passions under control by

not  allowing them to  arise  vehemently and without  the  consent  of  reason,  but  ordering the

passions to the higher good and participation with rationality, i.e., to complement, not to replace

or be another “type” of rationality.6 It orders the passions and keeps the person's soul in silence

and peace, which is necessary in order for the person to make recollected, meaningful decisions.

To  continue  to  distinguish  temperance,  some  authors7 borrow a  section  from  Aquinas'

Summa Theologica,  II-II q155 a3, in which he gives an example of the difference between a

continent and temperate person (and their inverts). As summarized by Giuseppe Butera, Aquinas

argues that a “continent person is someone who resembles the temperate person in one respect

5 Ibid., 191.
6 As can be noted in “emoting,” when one suspends reason in lieu of giving a voice to emotional reactions.
7 cf. Butera, Giuseppe. “On reason's control of the passions in Aquinas's theory of temperance.” Medieval Studies

68 (2006): 133-160. Also cf. Pieper's previously cited work, 163-164.
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and the incontinent in another: the temperate person because he usually does the right thing; the

incontinent because he often struggles with vehement, disordered passions.”8 But, while seeming

similar (exteriorly) to temperance,  the parallel  stops there. The temperate person “[does]  not

struggle against inordinate passions”9 and, consequently, is more readily able to make the right

decision, whereas the continent person first must sort through his emotional flares or ignore them

outright. The end of this argument is to prove that the virtue of temperance lies in the realm of

the  sense  appetite,  whereas  the  temperate  have  control  of  their  emotions,  desires,  etc.,  the

continent must make a strong effort at willing against their passions, i.e., the temperate person's

passions are already “tempered” according to reason and the continent's not.

This point is very important in making prudent, rational decisions as is again pointed out by

Butera in  his  (already cited) article.  “In  ST 1-2.37.1,  Aquinas argues that  pain  may affect  a

person's ability to learn because all the soul's powers are rooted in the soul's essence, which being

one and unitary makes the soul itself one and unitary.”10 In other words, if the attention of the

person is drawn to one power of his soul, then his ability to make a rational choice is inhibited

because he is focusing on whatever the trouble may be (in this case an unruly passion) and the

person will  be inclined to follow the “judgment” of the passion, rather than the judgment of

reason, the true informer of the will.11 Therefore, “the purpose and goal of temperantia is man's

inner order, from which alone this 'serenity of spirit' can flow forth.”12

And the next  virtue  that  is  specific  to ordering the  emotions  is  fortitude.  The realm of

fortitude comes to mind when St. Paul says, “I know that nothing good dwells within me, that is,

in my flesh. I can will what is right, but I cannot do it” (Rom 7.18). It, too, is something that we

8 Butera, 135.
9 Ibid., 136.
10 Ibid., 142.
11 A good example of this is fear where our attention is drawn from the rational circumstances to an irrational

reaction to a force outside of us that in some way threatens us.
12 Pieper, 147.
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all struggle with, after the fall of our first parents – we often know the right thing to do, but fail to

do it. Fortitude is the virtue that allows us to remain steadfast in spite of our many adversaries,

whether they be “principalities and powers” or the unruly emotions that stir us up and tell us that

we are not good enough, strong enough, or courageous enough. The emotions are able to move

on their own,13 as is well known by daily experience (fears, anxieties, anger, etc.), but, by this

virtue, we must stand up to the fluctuations and then let temperance do its role: ordering them

according to reason, e.g.,  “Is this  passion reasonable? Where  did it  come from? What  am I

moved to do by it?”, etc., and then responding, if necessary, to the movement of the passions

rationally.

An excellent example of this is given by Romanus Cessario, O.P., in his book The Virtues,

or the Examined Life: 

Consider  the  example  of  the  virgin  martyrs  in  the  early  centuries  of  the  Church.  Ordinarily,  a  life-
threatening danger such as the sure promise of execution would so excite the sense appetites that a person
would immediately act so as to avoid death. But an intelligence informed by faith can discover the particular
moral truth that this threat should be withstood for the sake of the gospel. And in freedom, these youngsters
effectively chose to withstand the emotional pressure to capitulate to the demands of the tyrant.14

The  virtue  of  fortitude  is  working  in  unison  with  the  virtue  of  temperance.  While

temperance is ordering the emotions according to reason in various ways (preventing vehement,

disordered passions, moderating intensity and impact on will, etc.), fortitude is acting as a sturdy

defense to stand up to the “bully” which can be internal or external forces which threaten to set

off an imbalance in the realm of intemperance.

With the background of emotions and virtues that has been given thus far, where is one to

go? First and foremost is probably the last thing that one would think of in dealing with their

emotions: grace. This point is not to be taken for granted. Our pleading for and cooperation with

grace is  the way to “get the wheels rolling” in growth in virtue, especially of controlling our

13 cf. continent vs. temperate above.
14 Cessario, Romanus, O.P. The Virtues, or the Examined Life. (New York: Continuum, 2002), 161.
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passions which are so much a part of our daily lives. Butera draws out Aquinas' profound insight

in this matter, “Man's righteousness, we are told [pre-fall], consisted in his lower powers being

subject to  his reason, and his reason being subject to God. That the subjection of the lower

powers to reason was not natural but due to grace [emphasis mine] is thought by Aquinas to be

proved by the fact that fallen man does not enjoy complete control over his lower powers.”15

If one does not turn his eyes to God and seek grace in ordering his emotions, he will be

bound to deny his nature and be turned inward on himself. “For it is a natural, primal fact, prior

to all human decision, that man loves God more than himself, and consequently that he must of

necessity  miss  his  very  goal—himself—by following  the  ungodly,  the  'anti-godly,'  path  of

selfishness.”16 This turning in on oneself is a very dangerous path to walk, one which no one

should venture down, for it will be a never-ending and ever-worsening affair, even to the point

that one who turns himself so often from God and seeks fulfillment in himself will be, in effect,

setting himself up for disaster every time. So often, in fact, that he “anticipates nonfulfillment”

and sets up an “artificial paradise” in which pleasure-seeking becomes his ultimate end (and

possibly even “self-oblivion”).17 

To combat the unruly passions that we may experience, Pieper says that we should equip

other powers of our soul; one which is especially helpful in the realm of emotions is that of ...

anger. Anger? Yes, anger. Arguing from Thomas, “Anger is 'good' if, in accordance with the

order of reason, it is brought into service for the true goals of man; one who does good with

passion is more praiseworthy than one who is 'not entirely' afire for the good, even to the forces

of the sensual realm. Gregory the Great says: 'Reason opposes evil the more effectively when

anger ministers at her side.'”18 In other words, we should enable our  whole being,  not try to

15 Butera, 153.
16 Pieper, 204.
17 Ibid., 204.
18 Ibid., 194.
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dualistically spiritualize (nor humanize) the experiences that we face in our lives and the way that

we are to respond to them. Doing so would, “contemn the basic forces of our being ... [and

offend] the Creator, who, as the liturgy of the Church says,  has 'marvelously established the

dignity of human nature.”19 In this specific emotion (anger),  we should employ the virtue of

temperance to order the tumultuous forces that are charging inside of us according to reason and

use the movement of anger to respond rationally. This is carried further by other offshoots of the

virtue of temperance in relation to anger: gentleness and mildness, which allow us to better take

control of the anger that is stirred up inside of us and process it reasonably (inside and out).

The virtues will help us to achieve that balance that is necessary in all of human life, the

balance of body and soul, spirit  and matter. We cannot deny that both aspects of our humanity

need care and attention and neither should be neglected. Doing so will cause imbalance, a lack of

order, and eventually chaos in our lives. We should not ignore that we enjoy creation, for it is

“very good”; this includes our emotions which are a part of creation, part of the unity which we

call human. But, when we allow that flow of order to become disrupted and overcome by chaos,

submitting the higher faculties to the lower ones, we create chaos, not only in ourselves, but also

in the actions which we perform in our lives – our intemperance and cowardice will manifest

itself in our daily actions, thoughts, and words – which has the ability to harm other people and

possibly cause an imbalance in their lives as well. Practicing the virtues will bring forth order

from the chaos that we experience and from this order will be manifested that which speaks to all

humans:  beauty, “the glow of  the true and the  good irradiating from every ordered state  of

being.”20

19 Ibid., 194.
20 Ibid., 203.
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